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Abstract

Chinese character recognition is complicated and challenging because the nature of Chinese characters.
In this paper, a two level classification Chinese character recognition architecture has been studied.
Movement invariants short comings in terms of insensitivity for Chinese OCR and solution have been discussed. A new proposed optimum grid method which can potentially increase overall OCR performance while keeping robust nature of classifiers is proposed. Design of generic multilayer character recognition architecture has also been discussed.
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1. Introduction
To able computers recognize characters, speak and listen human languages, communicate with human language is a dream in computer industry. By the hard works have been done so far, this dream is becoming true. Character recognition can save human huge amount time typing messages into computers. However, recognize Chinese characters on computer is more challenging than other language scripts because of huge amount character set (Chinese national standard includes 27484 characters); big variation on structures of each individual characters, which is very different than most western countries who uses small amount of symbols; printed Chinese characters have many fonts, sizes and they can be ordered by rows or by columns; there could be complex tables and images combined with texts in printed Chinese file; these above makes automatic printed Chinese characters recognition very difficult. The outcome of the project will be useful for other projects in object recognition area and the implementation can be used and speed up the process in file management systems which require a lot of input such as library management, bank bill management, ID management which make this project important and worth doing.

In 1966, Casey and Nagy from IBM published the first article about Chinese character recognition. In China, the study and research started in late 1970’s, in 1980’s, Tsinghua University started research on Chinese character recognition, early work was limited on small amount and uniformed Chinese character recognition problems. X.Ding and her team developed a working solution for Chinese character recognition with accuracy for printed Chinese characters 99.5% under Chinese government support under project “863”, she is the leading scientist in Chinese character recognition and published more than 80,000 paper. A lot of her and her team’s thesis are included in this report. With ten years hard work, Chinese character recognition can be applied on actual texts, computers
can recognize pictures and characters including multi-language, multi-font, complex layout input sources.

Chinese character is the only graphic character used in ideography in the world. Each of them has unique 2D shape representation. Although there are many works have been done relating to this field, they are either not robust enough (Umeda 1978 and Akiyama 1990) or require lots dimensions. Due to the large amount of characters and structure nature of Chinese characters, finding a generic robust algorithm with good accuracy is desired. Eleven invariant moments (J.Flusser, 1993) is used as a classifier function in this report combines with optimum grid for more computational expensive processing.

Chinese character recognition research involves segmentation, thinning algorithms, feature extraction and neural networks. This report will describe Chinese character recognition procedures with focus on feature extraction.
2. Literature review:

Pattern recognition is a wide open area; it includes face detection, pattern recognition, and character recognition. Character recognition can include online and offline character recognition. The main difference is online character recognition records motions of the strokes while offline character recognition is purely based on geometry shape of the character. According to Ding’s work, methods are used in offline character recognition can be applied to online recognition but not vice versa. 

Input images for OCR process are normally from scanners and often contains picture and characters (X.Ding, 2002), the characters are often in different sizes and fonts. In order to achieve good recognition result, character extraction in preprocessing is essential for the whole recognition process. Preprocessing should split characters from input; eliminate noise; normalize font size and position in process kernel, extract skeleton strokes (thinning).

As feature based methods extracts the features of the character, as features are mathematically computed, it is suitable for computer to solve problem. Thus optical character recognition (OCR) is not truly based on optical anymore; it is more related to mathematical computations (X.Ding, 2002). The challenge becomes finding the best feature extraction algorithm and how to extract features.

As mentioned above, each Chinese character has its unique geometry shape and they are formed by strokes, (X.Zhu et al, 1986) recognize Chinese characters can be based on stroke and structural features. For a long time, this method influenced the Chinese character recognition’s research direction. However, it is very difficult in practice because relationship between strokes and structures are very unstable. As a result, although it is possible to get some experimental results,
or even some demonstration systems, this kind of method does not cope with commercial products requirements which need to deal with noise, variations of fonts. Simply rely on strokes and structural features cannot efficiently extract features or is practical.

Human visual system is very robust character recognition system which can cope with various shape changes and all sorts of noise in practice. Human eyes can recognize all sorts of characters and images and eliminates noises, it is obvious to study and simulate human visual system will not only benefit character recognition but also image recognition.

It is also need to note that writing and reading are different procedures. Human beings need to write down every stroke. However when reading, it is not necessary to analyze every stroke or structure of each character. The reading process is reading the whole structure and analyzes whole character (X.Ding, 2003). Simulate human vision and process characters as a whole provides robust feature in character recognition and provides a solid foundation for implementing in practice.

Human vision system recognition procedure is firstly eyes capture raw images and then images get processed by brain. In another words, vision system is related with previous similar memory. Vision system stores large amount of samples and memory explains the meaning of samples (R.Amheim,1969).

Feature selection determines character recognition best possible performance, on the other hand, classifier does the actual classification, and it determines the actual performance. Thus to get best recognition results, researches are focused on how to get features and how to classify them (X.Ding, 2003).

There are plenty ways to extract features, for example it can be based on edge detection, transform, grid features, key point features, vector line features, these
should be chose based on actual performance in practice and these contribute to Chinese character research history.

Fixed sized meshes (grid) (Umeda 1978 and Akiyama 1990) algorithms are used to apply sub windows to split character and extract detailed features. This is a simulation on how human write Chinese characters, and it works in some cases. However, efficiency is one of the problems in this kind of algorithm because structure of Chinese character varies a lot, each sub window will not process same amount of valid pixels and work load difference among sub windows are big, this is unlike English character recognition where each character does not contain many strokes. Another problem with fix grid is it is very sensitive to transformation of characters in kernel.

To cope with first problem above, (L.Jin et al,1997)dynamic grids can be applied to base on geometry characters of the character such as density of strokes in certain areas. However, all of them uses grid to calculate features directly on the whole character, a normal 8x8 grid will generates 64 dimensions, which is not efficient.

Follow up recent works including combining elastic meshes and directional line element feature (L.Yang et al,2008) and increased accuracy for offline hand writing character recognition by 1.4% compared with traditional elastic meshes. However, none of grid based algorithms have solution to the sensitivity of transformations nature of grid system.

In this report, optimum grid will be used (Y.Liu, 2009), optimum grid simulates human vision system which human has a tend to focus on small area of image (A. Barczak, 2009), it will make the second level classifier focus on interested areas only and normally generate maximum 3 different interested areas for each character to extract detailed features using other feature extraction methods. As data to be processed are trimmed rapidly, it can afford to perform more
computational expensive algorithm to extract features in order to achieve a better overall speed and accuracy. Optimum grid should be big enough to handle transformations in order to keep robust nature of feature extract algorithm (if there is any), and it should be possible to achieve potential super-liner speed up can be achieved if interested areas are kept small as small as possible.

Haar-like features (Papageorgiou et al, 1998) was originally used on face detection, it is also included in OpenCV library. In fact, OpenCV uses Haar-like features to detect faces. As character recognition is strongly connected to face detection, it is possible to apply Haar-like features to character recognition. However, Haar-like features are sensitive to transformations. Although it is possible to (2007 A. Barczak) make Haar-like features invariant to scaling by normalizing kernel size, rotational and shifting transformations are very common in practice as input paper cannot be guaranteed to be placed perfectly and noises always present.

Seven Hu features (Hu, 1962) are calculated based on whole image which matches our goal to simulate human vision system. These features are invariant to rotation, transformation and scaling which provides robust feature we needed. However, this has not been wildly used in Chinese character recognition yet because some of Chinese characters are rotational sensitive (甲 and 由 are different characters in Chinese and have different meanings). The following up study finds out these seven features are not truly independent. Flusser in 2000 proposed there are eleven invariants up to the forth order. Movement invariants are used in character recognitions but it does not perform very well in Chinese character recognition area, apart from rotational sensitive characters mentioned above, there are characters in very similar shape (己, 己, 己).

We can conclude that feature extraction computations based on whole image is the trend to recognize Chinese characters but purely based on this will eliminate
distance between similar shaped characters and thus lead to failure of whole system. We need to simulate human vision better, thus the reason to introduce interest area. As a result, first level classifiers (sorter) needs to be applied to sort certain characters into same sub group according to a rule and second level classifier performs further feature extractions on partial characters to generate final output (X.Zhu et al 1987).

As the amount of Chinese characters are huge, it is common that recognition system are limited by processing performance and memory space, simple classifiers are tended to be used (X.DING,2002).

Other related areas include segmentation algorithms, automatic correction and neural networks. Segmentation usually contains two procedures, firstly analyze whole document and assign different area properties (text area, picture area, table area etc.) and split them. Second step is segmenting every single character correctly from text, then it is possible to perform character recognition (X.Ding, 2003). Once there is an error in segmentation procedure, it will cause un-fixable errors in recognition process. In low quality printed texts, errors by false segmentation are 50% of all errors.

Analyze document is another challenging problem as this requires computers can automatically recognize pictures, texts and every character in input image. As layout are very different from one to one, mixture of different type of characters (Chinese character, English character, numbers) are randomly placed in text, above makes it is very difficult to automatically analyze document.

X.Ding also proposed that it is possible to “segment as we go” by combining segmentation information including projection and edge detection. She also considers different segmentation possibilities (X.Ding,2002).

Once we have all the methods to extract features, we need to get final output. It is possible to setup different recognition systems and compare output, use the
most popular output as final output [4][5][6]. However this will require extra computing resource and accuracy can be improved further. Feed forward back propagation neural network shows great potential in area of voice recognition, artificial control, signal processing, solving non-linear problems. Any closure continuous function can be approximated by feed forward back propagation neural networks with one hidden layer (R.Hechi-Nilson,1989) thus any three layer back propagation neural network can match projections on N dimension to M dimension.

Once recognition system generates output, it is possible that some characters are misclassified but is fixable. Input text has meanings and it is connected by nearby characters(X.Ding et al 2003). Such connection can be checked by meaning of word, sentence and syntax; it is also possible to be described by statistical language models. Because such model is based on statistics and information, they are from huge language database, thus it can be used in all kinds of practical nature language processing. In character recognition, using this model to correct errors after processing procedure, can improve overall recognition performance.
3. Methodology
This section will focus on methods used in this report; implementation details and challenges encountered will be discussed in later sections. Results obtained in this report are using C programming language with OpenCV which is a cross platform open source library on an Intel core 2 duo 2.5 GHz machine under Fedora 11 Linux operating system. Proposed system overflow is shown as blow.

![Diagram of OCR process]

Figure 3.0 proposed work flow for OCR process

3.1 Image acquisition and database
The original input images (documents) are typed under manually under Microsoft Word in font size 36 and then screen captured with Windows built in screen shot tool and saved as .BMP files. Then manually cut each character in .BMP files with same kernel size 96*96 pixels using Gimp. Above procedure is a simulation on segmentation and normalize however this will only generate very small amount of noises compared to practical problems. The goal of this project is to recognize 50 Chinese characters, in order to train neural network and test algorithms, each
character has eleven different rotations and five different fonts. Thus the total number of sample images is 2,550. Screenshots of 50 characters in 5 different fonts are shown as below:

Figure 3.1.1 characters in font simsum

Figure 3.1.2 characters in font kai

Figure 3.1.3 characters in font hei
3.2 Image enhancements
Simple threshold method is used to convert grayscale images to binary image in order to reduce calculation complexity. Due to the nature of feature extraction algorithms, it is also needed to reverse black and white pixels at the same time.

3.3 First level classifier
Eleven invariants are used for feature extraction and classification process. Its sole job is classifying similar shaped characters into same sub group for later processing. Due to the scope of this report, only 50 characters need to be recognized, it is possible that first level classifier can produce final output directly for certain characters which do not require second level classifier.
3.4 Partial features finding
As features on whole character have already computed by first level classifier, second level classifier only needs to find important areas to further classify. Optimum grid is used to find interest areas and group specific second level classifiers are used to produce final output. Second level classifiers are a set of simple generic classifiers. For example: classifier for sub group “甲”, “田” and “由” is finding position of center of mass. Classifier for sub group “又” and “又” is count number of group of connected pixels. Classifier for subgroup “己”, “已” and “巳” is checking connectivity and so on.
4. Discussion and implementation
The whole OCR process can be considered as three main steps, preprocessing, processing, post processing. Each of the steps can be considered as a whole research area and has a lot of research potentials.

4.1 Pre-processing
Assume the original paper document has been successfully scanned into computer, preprocessing includes segmentation, binaries, noise reduction, normalize.

4.1.1 Segmentation
Segmentation is the foundation process in OCR process, without a good segmentation, the extracted character may useless for further processing and may occur unfixable errors. Segmentation can includes paragraph analyze, differentiate text and non-text contents and extract characters correctly from input.

For simplicity, we will consider the step extracts characters from input image as segmentation. A very simple segmentation method is projection, counting black pixels along X to differentiate different characters and along Y to split lines (figure 1.1).
However, problem can be raised if the paper was not placed on scanner properly (figure 1.2). How well is paper placed also determines error handling ability for classifier in later recognition process which will be discussed in later sections.

![Figure 1.2 incorrect paper placement leads to segmentation error](image)

Problems can still occur even if paper has been placed correctly, consider figure 1.3 as input, the structure of Chinese character in big font can leads to false segmentation.

![Figure 1.3 example input](image)

As figure 1.3 shows, it is hard for computer to tell whether it is “白” and “勺” (left side small font) or single “的” (right hand side big font). So it is not safe to split character when there is low number of pixels represented on X axis, which also mentioned in figure 1.2. Thus we could cut when there is an absolute gap between characters.

![Figure 1.4 example input](image)
However it is not the case. Figure 1.4 is from Fedora 10 Linux operating system using open office, when typing in Chinese characters, there is no absolute gap between characters and in this case, paper is perfectly placed. Even by cutting the first character manually, we get a dot on right side of the image(figure 1.5) which can significantly affect recognition process.

One solution is, combine manually selected font size and automatic validations after segmentation. Most input images will have similar size of fonts, thus if error rate for validating is not very high, it can assume it is a good segmentation.

![Figure 1.5 dot left from next character](image)

**4.1.2 Binaries**

In this report, to simplify the complicity and avoid any unnecessary pixels may affect the recognition process, simple threshold is used. This eliminates the smooth character affect provided by many operating systems including Windows and Linux and other kind of noises may have been introduced during input. Unlike human normally read black on white, binaries also need to convert characters to “white on black” as white is value 1 and black has value 0. This is an important step to cooperate with movement invariant classifier. As we are considering grayscale images as input, threshold used in this report is set at 128 and is defined as below for a pixel value at position \((x,y)\) on image \(f\):

\[
\begin{align*}
f(x,y) &< 128 \quad f(x,y) = 255 \\
f(x,y) &\geq 128 \quad f(x,y) = 0
\end{align*}
\]

Above equations will produce results shown in figure 3.1.2.1.
4.1.3 Noise reduction
Binaries images usually still contain noise. One approach is applying median filter to achieve noise reduction. The advantage of median filter is it keeps the edges of the image but will eliminate some of the noise. Combine with binaries, problem in figure 1.5 no longer exists. (X.Ding, 2003) It is stated that apply Gabor filter is the best solution because it is robust and is very similar to human vision system.

4.1.4 Thinning
Strokes in Bold font and big font normally thicker than the others, it leads to a significant change in its features (figure 1.5.1 and 1.5.2), it worth noting that distance between 2 different characters in same font is smaller than distance between 2 different fonts for a same character. Thus a thinning is required for further processing. However thinning will change character features and researchers are trying to improve it. In this report, all fonts are not thinned and no bold font samples are used.
4.1.5 Normalization
To achieve a good recognition result, normalize is used to scale and move the character to a normalized size and aspect ratio. Good normalize algorithms will benefit applying grid for further processing. According to X.Ding's research, normalize character according to its center of mass is more robust than according to its boundary because some of the part of character will be missing when input quality is not perfect \([2]\) (figure 1.6).

![Figure 1.6 normalize according to boundary v.s. center of mass](image)

To cope with different font size, normalization will also adjust font’s size and aspect ratio to match kernel’s size. Some fonts, normalization might change character’s aspect ratio, thus character’s feature might be changed and may lead to false detection. We are not considering such effect in this report.
4.2 Processing
Processing is the most important part of the whole process, it directly affect accuracy and speed of OCR procedure. Chinese character is the only graphic character used in ideography in the world and each of them has unique 2D shape representation. There are many algorithms can be used as described in literature review, and it is possible to combine them to achieve better results. This report will focus on the moment invariant method as a starting point.

4.2.1 The challenge
Assume the input and output from pre-processing are perfect, which means the fonts and size of the characters are expected, characters has been normalized correctly, noises are eliminated properly and there is no missing part for the character, we will only consider the there might be some small rotation transformations in input and the fonts are not thinned. The feature extraction step can still be challenging.

4.2.1.1 High amount of characters and complex structure.
In GB2312-80[5], which is the most wildly used character set in China, there are 3,755 for the most used characters. Its extension, GBK[7], covers 21,003 Chinese characters in Unicode. This means working recognition algorithms for English characters or other language scripts cannot be directly used on Chinese characters. Chinese character’s structure varies a lot, history has proven that all algorithms that try to extract features based on Chinese character structure or strokes are failed. Similarly, any algorithm generates high dimensions will not be ideal for Chinese characters as computational time will be high, it will make training process extremely slow as well.

4.2.1.2 Similar characters.
In numerical recognition, there are only two similar shaped numbers, “6” and “9”, in English characters, there is none. However, there are more than 200 of the characters are very similar shaped characters [2] with totally different meanings
and pronunciations. For example “人” and “入”，“又” and “叉”．Some of them even are not differentiated by one completely stroke “已”，“巳” and “己”．This made feature extraction very challenging. As described before, any classifier algorithm perform based on whole characters will either eliminates or shorten distance between different similar geometry shaped characters thus most of one level classifier method do not suit Chinese character recognition.

4.2.2 Moment invariants classifier
To deal with such huge amount size of character set and in order to get a big enough difference between each characters with reasonably speed, a good and robust algorithm to extract features is desired. The nature of Chinese character is each of them has its own unique geometric shape, thus moment invariant can be applied to the feature extraction step, the most important step in OCR process.

4.2.2.1 The seven HU moment
The 7 HU moments, was originally proposed by Hu in 1962. The moment invariant values of the image/character are independent to position, scaling and rotation. It can be used in geometrical patterns and alphabetical characters reorganization [1]. Many text books for image processing presented the equations for clarity such as Gonzalez and Woods. OpenCV also have this method build-in.

The moment order (p+q) for a 2D image is defined as:

\[ m_{pq} = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x^p y^q f(x,y) dx dy \]

The central moments for digital image are defined as:

\[ \mu_{pq} = \sum_{x} \sum_{y} (x - \bar{x})^p (y - \bar{y})^q f(x,y) dx dy \]

Where

\[ \bar{x} = \frac{m_{10}}{m_{00}} \]

and
The normalized central moments $\eta_{pq}$ are defined as

$$\eta_{pq} = \frac{\mu_{pq}}{\mu_{00}^\gamma}$$

where

$$\gamma = \frac{p + q + 2}{2}$$

In figure 4.0.1, data is calculated based on same font and size on both character but rotate them in varies ways, it clearly shows it is possible to extract features using 7-HU method and this algorithm is very robust to rotations even there are some rounding errors when doing transformations.

However in Chinese OCR, the rotation invariant feature of moment invariants can affect accuracy because there are characters “rotational sensitive” like “甲” and “由”.

Furthermore, in this classic 7-HU method, the 7 features are not truly independent as they should be. Researchers also want more features to be extracted using this algorithm to enhance accuracy and get bigger distances.

*Figure 4.0.1 HU moments, $\Phi_4$ vs $\Phi_5$*

**4.2.2.2 Flusser third and forth order of moment invariants**

Although there were many attempts had been done related to expand Hu’s system, Flusser[3] proved that none of expanded algorithm is truly independent
invariants in 2000. Furthermore, his work proposed that the 3rd order in HU’s moment invariant is dependent and there are two third order invariants are not included in Hu’s system. To cope with similar shaped Chinese characters, one possible solution is using higher order moments in order to extract more features in the hope of getting big enough distances between these characters. However, Flusser suggests value for p and q should be as small as possible because in Teh and Chin’s work[9], they state higher order moment invariants are more sensitive to noise than lower order ones which will generate false features. Furthermore, according to curse of dimensionality, training and computation time will slow the OCR process down by considerable amount thus order above forth order is not recommended. Barczak[4] expends the moment invariants further up to forth order in working equations. Flusser proposed that there are eleven independent elements up to the forth order. Although higher orders amplify the difference, they are still not ideal for Chinese OCR. Figure 4.1.11 shows Ψ7 and Ψ8 of moment invariants for “人” and “入” are completely overlapping. As expected, problem of small distances between similar shaped characters remains (in fact, in this certain example, these two characters have some big distances in other orders. However, as number of samples increase, the distance between them becomes very small. Furthermore, in order to make algorithm on whole Chinese character set, not limited by 50 characters in this report, following discussion is needed, in case there might be some characters cannot be recognized by movement invariant solely.)
Figure 4.1 eleven moment invariants from characters Ψ7 v.s. Ψ8

4.2.3 Two level classifier architecture

Figure 6.1- “田” shape grid

In literature review, it is recommended that split the character recognition step into two: classify similar characters into one group using first level classifier then apply further feature extractions to get desired output using second level classifier (X.Zhu et al 1987).

The rule of thumb for first level classifier (sorter) is it should be robust enough to cope with small rotations; noise and missing strokes for pre-processed characters and it should be efficient that does not slow down the whole OCR process. A ideal performance for first level classifier should be: the distances between each subgroups should be as big as possible and the distances between members in
one subgroup should be as small as possible (X.Ding, 1992). In this case, moment invariant makes a perfect method to match requirements suggest by Ding as first level classifier. We can make use of the short comings in movement invariants algorithm as first level classifier and it can sort similar shaped characters in same sub groups, for example: group one contains “人”, “入” and “八”, group two contains “己”, “已” and “巳” group three contains “甲”, “田” and “由” and so on. Particularly, for subgroup “又” and “叉”, it also provides robust to noises, i.e. the middle dot in “叉” might be noise.

To find how to find more detailed features for second level classifier, it is good to know how human beings learn writing Chinese, they write characters in a “田” (pronounced tian) shape grid (figure 6.1). One approach is applying grid to extract detailed features from the character. Umeda[7] and Akiyama[8] mentioned is divide the image into parts according grid and then calculate detailed features from each part of the grid like density of black pixels, distance to edge of the grid from a chosen points using different methods. This raises complicity of the problem and not efficient because of the huge amount of dimensions. (L.Jin et al,1997) Using dynamic grid to dynamically decide density of the grid that how the character to fit in, i.e. areas with high density of strokes should apply a higher density of grid and verse-via. Despite what grid method is used, the main disadvantages are grid method is very sensitive to 2D transforms; a small shift in the position can cause significant errors in calculation. And grid method often very computational expensive and generates lots of dimensions. High dimension problem will lead to time consuming training as discussed before. As features have already been calculated on whole character, it is obvious that no need to calculate features based on whole character again. By studying human vision system and human reading’s procedure, only a small area needs to be computed in each subgroup in order to get final output. The solution in this
report is using an optimum grid to calculate detailed features for interested areas only. The advantage of this idea is it is big enough to keep robust nature (if there is any) of the algorithm for further processing and small enough to save computation time and do computations only when it is needed to. For example, we choose the top half of the character for “入” and “人” as interested areas, marked as red areas in figure 6.2. Of course in this example characters are normalized in center and blank margins appeared which is not as same as practical problems. But the idea of optimum grid stands.

![Figure 6.2 choose interested areas](image)

Therefore the algorithm becomes as shown in figure 6.3. Moment invariants method is used as a first level classifier that groups similar shaped characters for further processing.
4.2.3.1 Apply Optimum Grid
The selection of interested areas should be same for same group of characters. In implementation of finding interested areas, there are two possibilities: dynamic locate and hard code. Due to complicity of structures in Chinese characters, there is no known efficient way to find interested sub windows by algorithms. There are about 220 individual characters in Chinese needs to be grouped. Normalizing procedure should adjust character to fill processing kernel, hard code boundaries according to kernel size can be a solution.

4.2.3.2 Further feature extraction
Find a generic efficient second level classifier is challenging. As the size of each character is 96*96 and optimum grid will reduce this size considerably (because they are grouped with similar shape and only a small amount of areas can tell the difference), more computational expensive calculations can be applied without affecting whole program efficiency. At least second level classifier should have comparative advantages compared to first level classifier. In this report, heuristics of similar shaped character such as center of mass, connectivity are used.
Figure 4.2.3.2.1 demonstrates detailed work flow. Input characters with similar shapes are classified by movement invariants into same subgroups; optimum grid has been applied, using 1/3 of total image size in this case. Center of mass as second level classifier is then used to further classify. Center of mass has some robustness to rotations and this feature has been kept after applying optimum grid.

![Diagram of optimum grid and second level classifiers](image.png)

*Figure 4.2.3.2.1 simulation of optimum grid with second level classifiers*

### 4.3 Neural networks

Neural network is another simulation on human vision which plays the role of human brain. It takes a lot of samples and gets a meaning of each sample and once it is trained, it can take characters in unknown size/font and recognize them. Feed forward back propagation neural networks are wildly used in character recognition area. However design a neural network can only trail on error. There is no way to determine number of neither hidden layers nor hidden nodes in the neural network for a specific problem. Fortunately, it is proven (R.Hecht-Nilson, 1989) that three layer back propagation neural network are suitable for this problem. The neural network in this report uses 50 output nodes, 11 input
nodes and 50 hidden nodes. All input nodes are connected to hidden layer nodes, all hidden layer nodes are connected to output nodes as shown in figure 3.3.1. Apart input nodes, all other nodes have one bias node with output always equals to 1.

![Figure 3.3.1 neural network setup](image)

As character recognition is non-linear problem, we use the most commonly used non-linear function

\[ v = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-s}} \]

standard sigmoid:

this function looks like the following chart:
the activation value for a neuron $j$ is:

$$ O_j = f(\text{net}_j) $$

the net input to neuron $j$ is:

$$ \text{net}_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} W_{ij} O_i $$

First of all, we need to train the neural network, as it is supervised training, each input and output are in pairs, the error signal for output node $k$ is:

$$ \delta_k = (t_k - o_k) \cdot f'(\text{net}_k) $$

where if we use usual activation function:

$$ o_k = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\text{net}_k}} $$

The derivative term is:

$$ o_k (1 - o_k) $$

Thus the error signal is now:

$$ \delta_K = (t_k - o_k) o_k (1 - o_k) $$

Where $t_k$ is target output of $k$ and $o_k$ is actual output.

All weights between neural are randomly initialized to (0,0.1), in training process, weight between two neural $j$ and $k$ is adjusted using:

$$ W_{jk} \leftarrow W_{jk} + \eta \delta_k o_j $$

Where $\eta$ is learning rate set to 0.1 in this report.

Training process was as N.Reyes[24] suggested in his lecture notes as follows:
1. Three sets of characters are spitted. Because each of the character has 5 different fonts, 3 of them are used as training set with total number of 1,500 samples, 1 of the font is used as validation set to stop training and the last font is used as test set to evaluate performance.

2. All weights are randomly initialized from 0 to 0.1 non inclusive.

3. Training stopped when error signal is smaller than 0.1.


These also followed his suggestion that training set should include rotation and variation in font style.

### 4.4 Post processing

Not all characters can be recognized or recognized correctly by program. As we need to consider computational time, system resources and accuracy, there are always a blind spot for one certain character recognize algorithm (X.Ding et al, 1995). Corrections can be made according to the meaning of the sentence, word and the frequent use of the character. Post processing can enhance accuracy. For example “人们” means people while “入们”does not mean anything, post processing can fix such errors which would be very difficult for algorithm to do otherwise. The nature of Chinese characters actually makes recognition much easier than other language (X.Ding, 2003). However, in this report, no post processing is used.
5. Results and analysis

Two sets of results are obtained in this report. During the progress of this project, recognition purely based on movement invariant was developed first. Then optimum grid with second level classifier has been tested.

One Classification based on movement invariants:
95.2% of the characters are recognized correctly.

Not surprisingly that 甲由, 日 and 己巳巳 have misclassification rate of 20-35% in corresponding subgroups. While using two level classification methods we achieved 99.4% accuracy. Time increased for each character which requires second level classification is less than 1ms. Robust second level classifiers recognized all characters correctly which otherwise would be misclassified, I believe with an efficient classifier, performance can be further improved.

It worth noting that movement invariants classified all 50 characters into correct corresponding subgroups which have achieved 100% accuracy. However, it can take up to 5 ms to finish movement invariant values.

To deal with multi-font printed Chinese character recognition, the following characters in figure 5.1 generates the most errors in one level classification method. After apply “口” font Hei and “囗” font MS Yahei, these two characters are trend to be very similar and it is hard to recognize even by human beings.
Figure 5.1 different characters become very similar in different fonts

However it is possible to recognize by algorithm introduced in this report. By checking number of groups of connected pixels on right half of each character,  will give output 1 and  will output 2. A detailed table in figure 5.1.2 showed as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of second level classifiers</th>
<th>Example subgroups</th>
<th>Robustness</th>
<th>Example of failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Center of mass</td>
<td>甲田由</td>
<td>robust</td>
<td>Failed at big rotated angles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>己己巳 (purely based on connectivity)</td>
<td>Not robust</td>
<td>Failed at any rotated angles and some fonts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of groups of connected pixels</td>
<td>己己巳 (with connectivity), 日曰</td>
<td>Very robust</td>
<td>Very few failure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.2 type, robustness and application for second level classifiers

Checking connectivity has the worst robustness on rotated characters mainly because of false determination of horizontal strokes (I used simple checking on pixels on X position), however this might be enhanced by line detection. This again proved that trying to analyze strokes of characters is not ideal for Chinese OCR.
Center of mass is not very robust to big rotated angles, it is might not be robust to transformations neither depending on the structure of the character. However, in practice, characters should not be as much as been rotated by 10 degrees so center of mass method can still provides some robustness if normalization has been done correctly.

Combination of connectivity checking and number of groups of connected pixels are used to check subgroup 巳己巳, experimental result shows it can recognizes all “巳” but it increases misclassification rate between “巳” and “己” if features from movement invariants are discarded. In another word, to achieve better accuracy without affecting speed, features from first level classifier should be reused.

Failure caused in number of groups of pixels are by connectivity checking between 巳 and 巳, otherwise there is no failure caused in that classifier and we can conclude that optimum grid keeps robustness nature of classifiers.

Of course accuracy using two level classifications can be improved further by enhancing second level classifier, as classification accuracy of movement invariants is 100%. Due to the scope of this project, only 50 characters in 5 fonts are to be recognized and they are all perfectly pre-processed, methods used in this report is relatively efficient.
6. Conclusions

6.1 Summary
Experimental results show that optimum grid can keep robust nature of classifier and will reduce size of image to be processed by a considerable amount. In a multilayer classification OCR architecture, features from previous layers should be reused to achieve better accuracy without slowing performance. Furthermore, classifiers should have complementally advantages as well as some robustness to cope with transformations and noise and in practice.

Commercial Chinese character recognition developed by Tsinghua University is now robust and high performance, it recognizes over 20,000 Chinese characters as well as over 6,000 Japanese characters and over 7,000 Korean characters. These also cover mixture of above languages and English characters. Now it can handle near 100 various fonts and low quality printings.
It also solved samples have huge different transformations problem. Online handwriting recognition rate is 98% and offline handwriting recognition at 92%. They used statistical reorganization which makes Chinese characters easier to analyze than other western characters which methods based on structure analyze will not be close in performance. Complex layout of input image analyze are also solved.
Now it is wildly used in China and saves huge amount of labors.
However, OCR is still an open area for computer science researches especially in low printing quality inputs, big transformations, complex noises, to recognize characters in video sequence, character’s font, signature recognition.
By using optimum grid, potential super linear speed up can be achieved compare to normal grid method while optimum grid keeps robust nature of feature extracting algorithm.
6.2. Limitations
Every step in this report can be extended to a whole field of research. Due to the scope of this report, it mainly focuses on processing step. We assumed pre-processing is perfect, but in practical it is impossible. There is always going to have characters with noises or missing part, all commercial OCR products has relatively low performance if input image is in low quality compared to performance on high quality input. Character font and size are not always as expected in practice, this will cause false segmentation and leads to un-fixable errors as discussed. As we are dealing with less than 0.25% characters in Chinese character set, performance on uncovered characters are unknown. These all can decrease accuracy of the program in practice and we expected as a not-small amount. Second level classifiers in this report are also subgroup specified, it is not safe to predict whether this method will work in practical; however we can always create new second level classifiers for new subgroups. Although we did training part of the system, we are only dealing with 15 characters in 5 fonts with same size. Our training sample is small and training time is limited, this can directly affect accuracy as well. A large enough training sample, which covers all possible fonts and covers hopefully all sizes, will increase accuracy significantly, especially for printed character recognition, eventually it will become as a acknowledge based system as test set is as same as training set.

6.3. Feature work
This is a potentially big project, with limitations discussed above, in the feature I would like to extend number of characters to be practical and perform extended test on optimum grid algorithm.
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### Appendix

**Raw moment invariants for characters used in figures and tables**

All characters are in same font and same size, picture size is 200x200 pixels. Last column is in format of **Character number** where number is the rotation degree.

For example: ♤ -10 means character ♤ rotated by -10 degrees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>10 degrees</th>
<th>20 degrees</th>
<th>30 degrees</th>
<th>40 degrees</th>
<th>50 degrees</th>
<th>60 degrees</th>
<th>70 degrees</th>
<th>80 degrees</th>
<th>90 degrees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>♤</td>
<td>43.26050</td>
<td>42.68400</td>
<td>43.35680</td>
<td>45.22550</td>
<td>44.51520</td>
<td>51.49040</td>
<td>51.79960</td>
<td>52.28760</td>
<td>54.36480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>♤</td>
<td>30.50860</td>
<td>30.16460</td>
<td>29.80950</td>
<td>29.92060</td>
<td>30.09730</td>
<td>31.78250</td>
<td>32.28270</td>
<td>31.92210</td>
<td>33.15500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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